Operational Rotary Dial Positions
Calibration Rotary Dial Positions
“OPEN” or
“CLOSE” for run
Select 1 of 5
preset cut lengths
using +/- buttons,
1-5 icon indicators

Adjusts time duration
for cut output signal,
set from 0.000 to 1.275
seconds with +/- buttons

Presets up to 5
different lengths
designated by
1-5 icons
(feet xxxx.x or
meters xxx.xx).
Length set using
+/- buttons, 1-5
incremented
by tapping CAL
button (rolls from
5 back to 1)

Turn alarm
ON/OFF

Distance and feet
between cuts

Select English or
(Metric) units
MPH (KPH)

Inches (xx.xxx) or
centimeters (xxx.
xx) per pulse

Width of Implement
- inches (xxx.xx) or
meters (xx.xxx)

Set number of
pieces per load
(1-99,999)

Square yards (square
meters): clear with
RESET

Set number of
pieces per cut (1-5)

Total feet
(meters): clear
with RESET

Total number of
pieces, increment on
cut; clear with RESET

Total loads, increments
when NUMBER of
PIECES = PIECES/LOAD;
clear with RESET

GENERAL OPERATION: The console measures distance traveled and when it reaches a preset Cut Length,
the console outputs a “Cut” signal of settable duration (Dwell Time For Cut) and outputs a 1 second Alarm (if
turned on). The machine Width can be split (sliced) into 1 to 5 pieces so based on the Pieces/Cut cal factor (1-5),
the Console will add 1 to 5 to the Number of Pieces counter each time a Cut is made. Based on the Pieces/Load
cal factor, the Console will increment the Load Count each time that the calibrated number of pieces have been
cut. The Cut Distance Counter measures the distance traveled for each cut (clears at each Cut). and the Total
Distance keeps track of distance covered until the user clears it. In addition, the Console keeps track of Speed
(mph or kph) and Area covered (yards2 or meters2).

